Sanctions proposed

by Michael Baum
Staff Reporter

The Graduate Student Union Committee on Sanctions has sent a proposed listing of violations and sanctions to the Academic Commission. The proposed sanctions apply to advanced students to the Advanced Student Affairs Committee. The sanctions, developed and rewritten over a period of several months by the committee chairman of the Student Senate, the suggested regulations and sanctions grew out of the so-called Lewis Hall incident of December.

Actions considered to justify expulsion from the University under the proposed structures are: theft, arson, assault, battery, rape, burglary, vandalism, and "pushing" hard drugs. The GSU Committee of proposed sanctions differ from University regulations as published by the Office of the President.

The proposed regulations would change the present system of suspension or expulsion for first offenses. The committee report listed these offenses as grounds for action, "a finding that the student is a danger to the University's intellectual and moral standards." Bolduc observed, "If you have these definitions, you should set up your own codes of behavior outside of the University."

The fourth and final clause of the regulations reads:

"The objectionable actions and applicable sanctions set forth herein presuppose the existence of an acceptable gradework system. If what judges or other gradstudents, currently do or are being proposed, but had received no replies.

tenant relationship

"In lieu of parentals, while still a hot issue for the
undergraduate, should be cold, dead for graduate
tudents," Bolduc argued. "The dorms have got to start taking care of themselves." He added that the graduate dorms should establish a "landlord" relationship with the University.

The adjudicatory system referred to is, of course, currently being discussed between the ASC and the University administration.

At present, even though there have been no formal declarations, the University's policy is "enforcement."

"Those words and sentences should set up their own judicatory system. In that student expulsion from the University."

The proposed regulations also stipulate that

"If the property or physical safety of the
University under the proposed structures are: theft,

advise students of being closed out of
their own major courses. "Hopefully, the
addition of this advance course selection within the majors will eliminate this problem," Geisinger said. He also predicted that with the elimination of the 500 course-registration requirements, students will be permitted to secure positions in courses of their own majors.

According to Geisinger, individual department heads will determine which courses offered by their departments shall be first reserved for seniors. Such courses will be designated with the letter "S" in the course selection booklet and will be available to majors before the start of the general preregistration process.
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Washington - John A. McCo, the former head of the Central Intelligence Agency who now sits on the board of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., repeatedly denied Wednesday that the company had anything "suspicious" in mind when it offered the government $1 million to help defeat Salvador Allende Gossens as President of Chile. D. McCo said a Senate Subcommitte that the money was not offered to create "economic chaos," but to be used "constructively."

In a clear effort to win congressional approval of a Soviet-American Trade Pact, Moscow authorities have recently misled the high U.S. government representatives about the controversial emigration tax that has been "suspended indefinitely." The American Embassy said there has been no official confirmation of the report, and the Soviet sources would not say that the fees would not be reimposed.

Washington - The Supreme Court ruled that states may continue to finance public schools with local property taxes that provide more money for schools in wealthier districts. In reversing a lower court decision that had called the unequal financing system unconstitutional, the Court split 5-4, with all five republican appointees voting with the majority.

Washington - Leonid I. Brezhnev, the Soviet Communist Party leader, is expected in Washington in June for talks with President Nixon, according to administration officials who said the details had not been worked out.

on campus today

1:00-5:00 p.m.—adoration of Blessed Sacrament, corby chapel
6:15 p.m.—film, wo films about p. brugel's grim and joyous paintings, corby hall
8:00 p.m.—lecture, place of 19th century in modern his ory, dr. bernard norling, corby hall, smc
8:00 p.m.—panel discussion, philosophical perspective lives in our lives, nd and smc philosophy departmen t, architecture auditorium
8:30 p.m.—concert, du-piani program, dr. david sharpe, ann marie conklin, little theatre, smc

held in mid april

Collegiate Jazz festival planned

The Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival begins this year an annual program of donating a collection of American Jazz records to the audio center of the Memorial Library. The records will be available for student use in accordance with the usual policies of the audio center.

Every year after the festival, each festival judge will select five of his favorite jazz albums, and these will be added to the Collegiate Jazz Festival Collection of American Jazz Music—Notre Dame.

The idea for the collection originated with Mr. James Phillips, assistant band director and CJF faculty advisor. The purpose of the collection is to further familiarity of jazz music among students and to further the traditional educational aspects of the Collegiate Jazz Festival.

The Judges for this year's festival include J. Morgan, Alvin Butte, Jimmy Owens, Gil Evans, Hubert Laws and Roy Haynes. The schedule of events is as follows:

schedule of events

Saturday, April 13, 7:30 P.M. — Benefit concert co-sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha, national black sorority, and CJF starring Gunsmothee Aderherr, Grover Washington, Jr., Charles Ivan, The All Nix Treo and the CJF judges' combo. Proceeds from this event go to charities through the local chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha.

Friday, April 13, 7:30 P.M. — The College Jazz Festival opens with the Notre Dame Combo, University of Michigan, M.I.T., Memphis State, Trion College and others.

Saturday, April 14, 1:30 P.M. — Notre Dame Jazz Band, Ohio University, Tennessee State, Texas Southern Combo and others.

Saturday, April 14, 7:30 P.M. — The Rat Pack (Indiana State University), Ohio State, Indiana University Modern Jazz Quartet, Malcolm X College, Texas Southern Jazz Band, High School winner and the Awards.

Saturday, April 14, midnight until the end — A judges' jam session.

cheerleader tryouts rescheduled

Due to the NIT, cheerleading tryouts, originally scheduled for this weekend, have been postponed, according to cheerleader Charles Morrison.

Tryouts are rescheduled for next Saturday afternoon, March 31. For girls, tryouts are from 1:00 to 3:00 in Angela Hall at SMC. Boys are asked to report to the Rockne Memorial from 2:00 to 4:00.

This year, the event of one generated during the college basketball season was sponsored by the Student Union and the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's Union. Subscriptions may be purchased for all per 10 tickets at $1 per year from The Observer, Box 1, Notre Dame, or at the Student Union Office. All events will be held in Stephan Center. For further information, call 283-1397.

WASHINGTON IS THE BEST PLACE TO BE ON SUNDAY, MARCH 30

Call 282-2508 days
283-6868 evenings
Sponsored by True House, a Christian Community at Notre Dame.

AT NOTRE DAME

Settle down to the natural one.

Busch:
Having problems with the ball-joints in your '67 Chevy? Or maybe you are just interested in learning exactly what a ball-joint is. Either way, you should be attending the "Auto-Mechanics" mini-course, which had its first session last night in 127 Newlund Auerwey Hall.

Mr. Dar Johnson, Service Manager of Romy Hammes Fordland, is teaching this mini-course sponsored by the Arts and Letters Student Advisory Council. In the six-session course, Johnson explains the basic parts of a car and how one can provide their own maintenance.

There was an overflow crowd at last night's session, and many students were forced to sit in the aisles. There were not enough handouts for the unprepared mass of budding mechanics. "I was told there would be only be 50 or 40 people," apologized Johnson.

The first order of business last night was a movie: "A Car Is Born," winner of the National Industrial Film Award in 1972. The film described the production of a car step-by-step, from the initial digging of raw mineral ore to the finished product: a 1972 Ford. Johnson also talked about car warranties and then gave a detailed description of the various parts of a car.

"I explained the functions of the drag ends, shock absorbers and ball joints, and how they can go wrong."

The second class will be next Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. In the same room. Mr. Johnson will probably pick up where he left off last night on Gearcharts, and hopefully will have more handouts to go around.

Notre Dame students are reminded that, while no credit is given for these mini-courses, they can probably pick up where he left off. They can, and many are.

by Jim Ferry
Staff Reporter

Manosa annual conference to be held in Indianapolis

by Joanne Greenberg
Reporter

Manosa, the statewide college campus program of the Indiana Mental Health Association, will hold its annual conference on Saturday, March 31 and Sunday, April 1, in Indianapolis.

Jeanne Greenberg (Hannah Green), author of 1 Never Promised You a Rose Garden will speak on the topic of mental health. She will Eric Ward, a Notre Dame graduate student.

Ward had a $1,000 grant last summer to study the changes in Swedish mental health hospitals," according to Bruce Hooper, a Manosa member. "His topic will be The Progressive Medicine in Sweden.

The conference is primarily for Manosa members, but Hooper stressed that it is "open to everyone."

Manosa will pay the registration and hotel fees for any interested members. Transportation arrangements may be worked out, depending on student response.

The Mental Health Association will pay five cents per mile to anyone driving a car and accompanied by at least one other student. Forms for reimbursement will be available at the conference.

The conference, which will be held at the Indiana University-Purdue University Complex, will consist of discussions, workshops, and several key speakers.

Any interested students should contact Bruce Hooper at 312-387-3113 for more information.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR SEPT 73

Come see the Notre Dame Ave. Apartments. You are looking for modern living, we have the answer:

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

2 LARGE BEDROOMS: ROOM FOR 4, 5, or 6 STUDENTS

LARGE KITCHEN, DINING ROOM, AND PLENTY OF STORAGE SPACE

FULLY CARPETED LIVING ROOM WITH A PRIVATE PATIO OR BALCONY PLUS AIR CONDITIONING

These Apartments are fully furnished and are coeducational.

CALL 234-6647
OFFICE 919 SOUTH BEND AVE., SOUTH BEND

Piper dances up the wall

Personality. Piper's platform for school belles towers to new heights on an important heel and rings up two tones of soft, flexible leather to complement classic shirtdresses and sweaters.

Personality. Price Range $16-$50

Letters...

...on plastics, pucks, and payoffs

Byocat Dow
Editor:
There are 165 courageous people at the Dow Chemical plant in Bay City who are on strike for the third time in 14 months. They would like you to send note of your support. Many workers and their families have suffered unlimited hardships in the loss of income and personal property which they have bad to sell in order to feed their families because Dow Chemical refuses to resolve an unjust labor dispute provoked by Dow Chemical and its local management.

In the interest of humanity we ask that you print this letter in your college newspaper and that the student body aid us by refusing to buy Dow products, and aid the unemployed workers through the Local Union which is 1040 of the United Steel-workers.

Editor:
Charles
does wish to express to the people of Bay City that his humanity is being tested by the actions of the Dow Chemical Company. He would like to see the workers' rights protected and their lives improved. He also wishes to encourage the local community to support the strike and the workers involved.

Student Body - 8
ND Icers - 7
Editor:
On March 4th I talked to one of the members of the Notre Dame hockey team. They just beat Minnesota-Duluth and earned the second spot in the WCHA. This guy was overjoyed that they would get to play all the playoff games at home in the ACC. That meant home ice advantage. It is an overwhelming advantage over the enemy. Unfortunately, he soon learned that the ACC does not always have home ice advantage. Notre Dame lost their chance to face the Fighting Irish.

In the first round of the playoffs, North Dakota was disposed of by a single goal tally of 1-3. The crowd turned was very poor, but North Dakota was no match for Coach South and his team. That first round victory gave Wisconsin the right to play us in the final round. The Fighting Irish had already been going to clash with the Big Red. Reunion was the weekend games were unbelievably low on the standings. Very few of the people I talked to had plans of staying. After all, how could anyone expect me to stay a couple of extra days when their semester break was starting? Yes, my priorities must be mixed up, but I wouldn't have missed those games for anything. Guys said to me, "Well, you know I'm only here because I want to stay." Do you know how hard it is to show up for a thousand people and then have to leave.

The record shows that Notre Dame hockey team was beaten by Wisconsin in that series. What the record shows is that the Notre Dame hockey team could easily have considered the student body its biggest enemy. The game was indeed played in the ACC here at Notre Dame, but home ice advantage was not ours. I feel very sorry for the guys on the team. They worked hard all year and deserved a shot at the National Championship. For most of the guys, however, there is no other chance. Paul Ryan, Chris Cate, Mike Green, and Mark Steinbrink will never have another chance at an NCAA title. A disappointment such as occurs on occasion to any team must leave a bitter taste in the mouth. Sometimes a student body were at those games and shared in the disappointment and the bitterness too. I feel that the NCAA title belongs to this year's team, however, they must wait until next year to prove that. I hope that the team has lost all faith in the students because some of us appreciate their efforts and will always be behind them.

The hockey team has almost a year to think about the mistakes they made on the ice. They must learn from their mistakes. The students, also have that same year to think about the mistakes they made. They must learn and decide what we can do about it in the future.

Sincerely,

Chuck Abell
"FANATIC"

LaFortune's Fine
Editor:
We were in La Fortune Student Center today and began to wonder why the place needed renovation. It seems adequately functional with the setup it has now. The expensive "improvements" will only waste student's money.

The idea that renovating the center will make it a more enjoyable place to go is nonsense.

The only renovating needed is in the minds of the students who feel a more modern and expensive place will make them happier.

Louis Hammond
John L. Hall

F(I)unky Cash
Editor:
Notre Dame should initiate a policy this year, whereby the graduating senior with the lowest grade point average would receive one dollar at the minimum from each member of his/her graduating class. This could develop into a worthwhile tradition, especially for the recipient of the proceeds.

First, it would serve as a fine expression of gratitude to the student who did more overall, than any other, to lower the curve. It would be particularly appropriate action from those who shared his/her classes.

It is highly probable that the individual who could merit such an award refused to allow himself to be sought in that rat race for grades which, most admit, does not necessarily relate directly to intellectual achievements. If not, he/she would still make an ideal representative for those who could claim this distinction. The money could possibly serve as a token gesture in admiration for such heroic conviction.

It would surely offer the dude (she) some consolation for the lack of aptitude, which most likely exists, or doesn't exist, whichever the case.

Finally, maintaining the lowest average and still remaining in school, is by no means a simple task. Such a person deserves recognition for this accomplishment.

This policy is in effect at the Naval Academy, and from what I understand it works very well. At Notre Dame, however, there would be as much as twice the money available; hence the policy is needed more and still.

Believe me, I am not advocating the above because I think the students simply need the money. So how's "boat somebody grinnin' on the stick?"

Signed,
Larry Semead (Academia Hall)

Apolitical Abowd
Editor:
You missed the boat in your kudos to John Abowd in yesterday's edition. There can be little question about this journalist talent or the significant impact he had on the Observer during his editor in-chief. Gone are the days when staff meetings are called to see if enough reporters will show up to justify continuing publication. The paper was turned into a sound and effective medium and John deserves recognition for his contributions.

More important, however, is that John was able to keep from being dominated by his role as editor in-chief.

Two years of entailment with campus politics have shown me more than my fill of people who may above the mark of personality assassination, ego competition and submission to political games. Where they failed to sense a kind of perspective about what they were doing. John succeeded - and still managed to be an excellent editor in-chief. That is what deserves congratulations.

Paul Trisneke

Thurs: ALUMNI CLUB
THE SENIOR BAR
IS SPONSORING A TRIP TO New York for the
CHEERLEADERS
A proceeds Thurs.; March 22 will go for this trip

HELP SUPPORT "THE CHEERLEADERS" TO "BACK" THE IRISH
Pabst Beer is showing their support by a PBR Promotion
FROM:
7:00-8:00 BEER - 10 cents
8:00-9:00 BEER - 15 cents
9:00-10:00 BEER - 20 cents
10:00-11:00 PROMOTION
11:00-1:30 BEER - 25 cents

DRINK TILL CLOSING AND SHOW YOUR REAL SUPPORT!
The $10 prize of the Campus Printout contest will be awarded to Dianne Smith Davis for her photograph of the St. Mary’s College Library (right). Davis made good use of the sun’s low position in the sky and the depth of field range of her camera to highlight the essence of a library, its books.

The contest attracted 11 contestants who submitted a total of 22 photographs. The five photographs printed on this page were considered the best entries by the judges, Observer Photo Editor Jim Hunt and former executive editor Don Rusoe. Entries were judged on the basis of originality, content, art, technical quality, and their potential for suitable reproduction on newspaper.

Photographs submitted with a self-addressed, stamped envelope will be returned by mail. Other photographs may be picked up at the Observer office on Friday, or Monday through Wednesday next week after 4 p.m.
Philosophy of LaFortune renovation plans

by Ted Guth
Staff Reporter

After months of working on the ideas, the LaFortune Renovation Committee recently published a summary of the philosophy and plans for the renovation.

"We wrote it out to show the background of the issue, not to give it to the Board of Trustees when we ask for money, but also to give ourselves direction, and provide something for the students to relate to," committee chairman Ken Kroenke commented.

Kroenke also stressed the need for student participation in future plans for the renovation.

"We're working on a very flexible, non-rigid design that will meet the changing needs of the university community," Kroenke said.

One of the main themes of the committee's philosophy is the need for a student center built to meet the needs of students.

Another major idea is the need for flexible, non-rigid design that will allow for easy changes and modifications as needs change.

The committee also emphasized the need for a student center that is flexible and responsive to the changing needs of the university community.

Finally, the committee suggested the provision of areas for library, small lounges, informal meeting areas, an outdoor "playground," and billiard and ping-pong areas.

Psychology Department search

by Tom Bundy
Staff Reporter

Professor John Borkowski, temporary chairman of the Psychology Department, reported yesterday that his department is near the end of its search for a permanent chairman.

The search committee, composed of members of the Psychology Department and outside representative, has presented its recommendations to Frederick Cusson, Dean of Arts and Letters.

According to Borkowski, the new chairman will come from outside Notre Dame.

Members of the department have consulted with psychologists from all over the country to ensure a large number of qualified applicants.

Forty-eight people were seriously considered.

The applicants were screened at meetings held by the search committee, which then chose a group of first choices.

Members of this group were given interviews after which four received committee recommendation.

The final decision rests with Dean Cusson, who was unavailable for comment.

Pops Concert

O'Loughlin Auditorium
March 23rd at 8:15 pm
Admission Free

ANNOUNCING!

The Observer has paid positions open in its business department

Assistant Business Manager
- should be a business major with accounting experience
- will move to business manager's post

Assistant Advertising Manager
must be able to work from 10:00 to 5:00 daily

Applications and resumes should be submitted to Jerry Lukus
Box Q
Notre Dame, IN 46556
or brought to The Observer office by Fri. Mar. 30.
The National Science Foundation (NSF) has announced an award of $231,300 to the University of Notre Dame to support students studying for doctoral degrees in science, mathematics and engineering during the 1973-74 academic year. This grant represents the first Graduate Fellowship for the University of Notre Dame.

This represents "the continuing downward trend of public support for higher education," said William Carmichael, the president of Princeton University.

The computer science plan can guarantee a conflict-free system, Sullivan remarked. Sullivan pointed out that the new computerized procedure may not be made entirely flexible, nor necessary during the spring semester because scheduling is more flexible in the spring. Sullivan anticipated that the new exam schedule would prove useful for future fall semesters.

Although the old system is more economical, Sullivan stressed that it could still function as was.

Because the new system is required by law in the state of Indiana, the new schedule is "the only way to go," he said.

The new exam schedule, a computerized procedure, would eliminate such conflicts.

The computer takes everyone's class card and determines what kind of a lineup there will be for each student on a random basis, it is likely that more individual students. In addition, exams will be scheduled on the calendar of the final exam week.

In addition, exams will be scheduled on the calendar of the final exam week.
Hurricane wrecks Irish spring trip

McGuire speaks at ball-dinner in N.Y.

Notre Dame’s baseball team held its annual awards banquet last night, and Irish Manager Joe Phleps, while echoing the theme of team unity, made presentations to every man, member of his lineup.

Phleps did not name a Most Valuable Player for the 1973-74 season—"It’s been a team thing," he said, "the team gets the Most Valuable Player Award this year"—but he did hand out five plaques in recognition of individual efforts.

Sailors third in N.Y.

The Notre Dame sailing team journeyed to New York last weekend to sail in the Admiral Moore International Regatta at New York Maritime. Facing some stiff competition from the East Coast, Notre Dame came on strong against the 13 school fleet which included three schools ranked in national sailing.

The regatta got off to a slow start Saturday morning because of fog and low wind, but Irish Line 1 and Norwegian Line 2 battered the competition at the weather mark and took the honors. The action continued until the last sail, a regatta which saw some back-and-forth action in the first two races.

Notre Dame, which has been ranked in the top 15 in the country, will sail again this weekend in Detroit, and next week in East River, at the Kings Point.

Notre Dame Fencing Coach Michael DeCicco has been selected for induction to the Helms Place of Fame for his outstanding accomplishments in the sport. Marek, who was recently elected Race Chairman for the 42 school Midwest Collegiate Sailing Association, announced that this weekend the sailing team, which was the number one team in the nation, will sail in the Windjammer Intercollegiate Meet in New York.

In the best of four-game series, DeCicco and his team defeated Illinois 3-2 Friday and 4-2 Saturday to earn a spot in the Championship Round, which will be held Sunday at 10 a.m. in the Central Intercollegiate Meet in New York. The team will face the winner of the match between Boston College and the U.S. Naval Academy.

Hurricane wreckage

Roger Stoltz fired a four-hit masterpiece in his first start, Wimbledon

Notre Dame battled bad weather, four stiff opponents, and a rash of crippling injuries during spring vacation in the Hurricane. Win or lose, that was the fact of the matter this weekend in the Admiral Moore Intersectional Regatta at New York Maritime, and ahead Irish fencers.

I was about to start my career to

Hurricane McCoy Connelly, a 2nd baseman, fired home the Irish lead for his first hit of the season.

Stoltz, who has not lost a game since the end of 1976, during which he was named All-American, was named All-American and won the highest-scoring game of the season for the Irish. He was named the most valuable player of the game, and he also earned a spot on the All-American first team.

Stoltz's performance set a strong foundation for the Irish, who were looking to rebound from a disappointing loss to Marquette's head basketball coach, Mike McGuire, who was named the #2 coach in the nation's 1-9asso.

The Irish, who have been ranked in the top 10 in the nation all season, were able to take advantage of the weather and the opportunity to practice this weekend.

Hurricane McCoy Connelly, a 2nd baseman, fired home the Irish lead for his first hit of the season. However, he was not able to drive the Irish to victory and the Irish fell short of their goal.

Despite the setback, the Irish were able to show their resilience and determination in the face of adversity. They continued to work hard and show improvement in their play, which was evident in the final two games of the weekend.

Hurricane McCoy Connelly, a 2nd baseman, fired home the Irish lead for his first hit of the season. However, he was not able to drive the Irish to victory and the Irish fell short of their goal.